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Maclean’s Bridge Sports and Classic Car Festival 2021 
Sunday 23rd May – Belmont Range 

 

COVID – 19 Update 
 

The year’s event is once again being staged at the popular venue of Belmont Range, 
1485 Old Cleveland Road. TSOAQ is required to collect contact details to conform 
with Queensland’s COVID regulations, therefore there will be a separate COVID check 
point close to the complex entrance on Cleveland Rd. There will be clearly designated 
lanes for vehicles that we ask owners follow so minimizing delays in getting cars on 
site. They will be for pre-registered and non-pre-registered vehicles 

1. Those who cave completed pre-registration and are displaying an entry 
ticket in clear view on their dashboard may proceed in a lane that bypasses 
COVID checks and to the pay booth area where they can follow or be directed 
into the pre-registration lane that bypasses the pay booths. Pre-Registration 
form attached or can be downloaded from TSOAQ website. 

2. Non-pre-registered cars that have the Queensland Government Tracing 
App loaded on their phones can click on the QR code displayed in the area 
and after confirming their registration with a marshal they may proceed to pay 
booths. We urge attendees to download the app from 
https://www.covid19.qld.gov.au/check-in-qld and complete their details prior to 
arrival. 

3. Non-pre-registered cars with completed COVID questionnaire, copy 
attached or can be downloaded from TSOAQ website, once the completed form 
is handed to a marshal, they can proceed to pay booths. 

4. Cars with no paperwork or app will be handed a paper COVID 
questionnaire, once completed the form may be handed to a marshal allowing 
them to proceeded to pay booths. 

 
Cash or eftpos facilities will exist at pay booths, but we urge attendees to complete 
pre-registration and display a ticket on the dash so they are able to bypass both 
COVID check in and pay booths. 
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